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Northwestern ended its encampment without cops or violence: Why is
Congress upset?
Northwestern University President Michael Schill is expected to be grilled by lawmakers next week about his decision to negotiate with students.
By  Lisa Kurian Philip | WBEZ   May 15, 2024, 11:40am EDT
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Students stand in front of school personnel at Northwestern University’s Deering Meadow in Evanston, where students and professors set up an encampment in support of
Palestinians. The encampment came down through an agreement between student protesters and administrators. Now that agreement is under �re. Pat Nabong/Sun-Times
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When pro-Palestinian protesters and Northwestern administrators sat down to negotiate last month over the encampment that had

taken over Deering Meadow, neither side was much in the mood for compromise.

“The first day we went, we were like, ‘Oh, hell no … we’re not moving — at all — unless you give us something really tangible,’” said
Mounica Sreesai, a PhD student and member of the encampment’s negotiating team.

Northwestern’s president, Michael Schill, who’s heading to Congress to be grilled Thursday about the school’s response to the

encampment there, described a similar position among administrators in an opinion piece for the Chicago Tribune.

The protesters “asked for several changes to university policy including divestment from Israel and the end of an academic program

that focused on Israeli innovation,” Schill wrote. “We said a flat no to both.”

At that point, the encampment had been up on the school’s campus for less than a day, and Sreesai said the activists were not in a rush

to disband it. The protest had support from hundreds of students, faculty and community members who sat in a ring around the tents

on Deering Meadow, as if forming a protective barrier.

Across racial and religious differences, they mourned the more than 34,000 Palestinians killed in Gaza, while sharing meals and

learning the dabke, a traditional Arabic dance. There were Muslim, Christian and Jewish prayers, and celebration of Passover.

“It took a lot of community power and strength,” Sreesai said.

But after five days of back and forth, of ceding ground and bouts of heavy rain and the threat of arrest and disciplinary action, student

organizers and school officials managed to do what their counterparts at most other campuses have not: They struck a deal.

Protesters would dismantle the encampment, except for one aid tent. In return, university leaders promised to answer questions from

students and faculty members about Northwestern’s investments, establish an affinity space for Middle Eastern and North African
students and pay to educate five Palestinian undergraduates.

The agreement has been beset by criticism from both sides. But the people who helped broker the deal believe it should serve as a

model to activists and administrators at campuses across the country for how to resolve conflicts without calling in the cops.

“A lot of credit goes to the negotiating teams who were working through the night, over the weekend,” said Elizabeth Shakman Hurd, a

professor at Northwestern and member of Educators for Justice in Palestine. Shakman Hurd called the agreement an “inspiration” and
potential watershed moment.

It’s also a departure from other institutions, where encampments have been taken down by police, including the University of Chicago,

The School of the Art Institute of Chicago and, just on Thursday, DePaul University.

“We were … looking at what was happening at other universities,” Northwestern’s president, Michael Schill, told WBUR’s Here and

Now. “Even when they went in with force, it typically wasn’t successful. And so we thought the best way to sustainably de-escalate the
situation was to actually talk with our students.”

That decision, and the agreement, have come under fire from multiple directions.

When Schill faces a congressional committee on Thursday, some members are expected to rake him over the coals for making a deal

with students instead of bringing the hammer down.

RELATED

What to know about the pro-Palestinian protests in Chicago: latest updates

Three Jewish groups are calling for Schill to resign, saying he made a deal with protesters who “fanned the flames of antisemitism and

wreaked havoc on the entire university community.” The American Jewish Committee accused Northwestern leaders of “succumbing
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to the demands of a mob.”

Schill, who is Jewish, said he respects the groups calling for his resignation.

“But I do take issue with calling our students a mob,” he said. “They are students. They’re young. They are sometimes naive.
Sometimes, they’re learning. And so the best way for us to … achieve our educational mission is for us to engage in dialogue with

them.”

Meanwhile, student organizers who helped put the deal together have been accused of selling out. Some pro-Palestinian activists say
the negotiation team should have settled for nothing less than divestment: Northwestern’s withdrawal of all investments in companies

supporting Israeli military action in Gaza.

Sreesai, from the encampment negotiating team, said they had to compromise.

“Very quickly, on the second day, we kind of figured out that this is not sustainable,” she said. “This constant anxiety is harming our

people in the community that we want to center.”

For vulnerable students, she said, getting arrested or facing disciplinary action could mean losing financial aid, student housing or

student visas.

And disclosure represents a meaningful step toward divestment, Sreesai said.

“To have gotten that without any violence and while keeping everybody safe, without Black students and people of color having to

interact with the cops even … I’m still processing it,” she said.

Lisa Kurian Philip covers higher education for WBEZ, in partnership with Open Campus.
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Three ways Chicago Sports Network could take shape in October
Where we’ll find the network is still in the works. CHSN said it will announce distribution agreements and other news through the summer. But who
has the patience to wait that long? Let’s examine three ways we might find the network this fall.
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Bears QB Caleb Williams out for perfection, but realistic about where he stands at end of minicamp
“Whether it’s a day that I like or a day that I don’t, there’s always good and bad in it,” Williams said of his offseason work.

By Jason Lieser  Jun 6, 2024, 5:31pm EDT
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Meet The Du�ers: An intergenerational hockey team with a standing reservation in Downers Grove
“They play on Fridays, they go to lunch on Wednesday, often bowl on Tuesdays, and sometimes go golfing on Thursday. That kind of structure and that
kind of community that all of these guys have is gold,” says Greg Zerkis.

By Neil Steinberg  Jun 6, 2024, 5:12pm EDT

MUSIC

Why Buddy Guy is retiring from the road: 'Cheating people' isn't his way
As he nears a Chicago Blues Festival set that may be one of his last, the 87-year-old master says he never wants to be a faltering artist who’s ‘not giving
people what they paid for.’

By Selena Fragassi  Jun 6, 2024, 4:47pm EDT

BEARS

Bears CB Kyler Gordon misses minicamp practice with back injury
Bears coach Matt Eberflus dismissed it as a non-issue and said the same of injuries that kept tight end Cole Kmet and others out Thursday.

By Jason Lieser  Jun 6, 2024, 4:24pm EDT
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